
Project ARTWEI 

ACADEMY :  “NatureEnvironmentTechnology” 
 

Polish – German Workshop  

SZCZECIN LAGOON CONNECTIONS:  

NATURE, SUSTAINABILITY, LEISURE 

 
(preliminary concept) 

 
 
The general aim of proposed workshop is to give the overview and to show actually existing 
possibilities of connections between nature values, renewable energy sources and tourism as – in 
general – a very special “offer” of Szczecin Lagoon region, on the both sites of it. 
 
The target group should be first of all Project ARTWEI stakeholders as German as Polish, but it 
should be open also for participants from local (communities) administration responsibility for local 
development, specialists working in sustainable tourism “industry”, scientists interested in concepts 
of sustainable development, students. Such a large group of potential participants gives also a 
possibilities to discussion or “brain storming”, which can  stimulate expected results. 
 
 
Time of planned workshop: September 2011. 
Places: Odra Delta Nature Park (Czarnocin), “Ostoja” (Szczecin), ZERUM (Ueckermunde) 
Proposed number of participants: about 25 
 

Preliminary plan of workshop: 

SZCZECIN LAGOON CONNECTIONS: NATURE, SUSTAINABILITY, LEISURE 
 

Day Title of the day Proposed activities Leader 

1. Lectures about nature around 
lagoon: post-glacier landscape, 
climate, flora, fauna. 

2. Lecture about nature protection: 
forms and activities, including 
NATURA 2000 

3. Lecture about ecological 
tourism: so-far experiences 

4. Sightseeing of Odra Delta 
Nature Park: concept of active 
nature protection and tourism 

Day 1 “Nature values around 
Szczecin Lagoon” 

5. Discussion about nature as 
potential “local product” of 
Szczecin Lagoon 

Society for The Coast 
(EUCC - Poland) 

 Lodging: Odra Delta Nature Park, bungalows park 

1. Presentation of potential 
renewable energy sources possible 
in using around Szczecin Lagoon 

2. Biomass: where we are now? 

Day 2 “Renewable energy as an 
element of  Szczecin Lagoon 
sustainable development” 

3. Wind energy using and its 
influence for sustainability 

Training and Research 
Centre for Renewable 
Energy Sources “Ostoja” 



4. Solar energy in Szczecin 
Lagoon practice 

5. Discussion about possible 
renewable energy using and 
energy “action plan” for tourism. 

 Travel to Ueckermunde, lodging in ZERUM 

1. Identification of existing forms of 
sustainable tourism. 

2. Visiting centres: the common 
way of integration culture, nature 
education and leisure around 
Lagoon. 

3. The story of biking around 
Szczecin Lagoon. 

4. Windsurfing, sailing, boat 
tourism around Lagoon.  

5. Tourism and or vs. nature?  

Day 3 Sustainable tourism around 
Szczecin Lagoon – 
possibilities to common way 
of development 

6. General discussion and 
workshop conclusion. 

ZERUM Ueckermunde 
and Hohschule 
Neubrandenburg 

 Travel back to participants destinations 

  
 


